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Introduction 
This is a proposal put forward by the Manderson Graduate School of Business in the Culverhouse College 
of Commerce and Business Administration to offer exceptional undergraduate students pursuing majors 
in the STEM disciplines a new route to the Manderson MBA. 

I. Overview 
 
Following the basic principles of the existing Manderson MBA degree, the STEM-MBA will 
focus on attracting high quality undergraduate students majoring in science, technology, 
engineering, and math disciplines1

 

.  The program will offer an innovative approach to 
engage students early on as undergraduates and leverage non-traditional instruction 
delivery methods to allow top students to complete the MBA in one additional calendar 
year.  The primary purpose of the program is to provide high achieving students with the 
business knowledge needed to successfully manage STEM businesses. 
 
The program will focus on undergraduates from The University of Alabama, in majors that 
include engineering, biology, chemistry, environmental science, geology, marine science, 
mathematics, microbiology, nursing, and physics.   

II. Program Description 
 
Overview. The program will target high quality, incoming freshmen who have chosen to 
major in STEM disciplines at UA.  Applicants who hold a minimum high school GPA of 3.300 
and a minimum ACT score of 28 will be offered early admission to the MBA program.  During 
the junior year, students will apply for admission to the Graduate School for the MBA 
program.   
 

                                                           
1 “STEM” as conceptualized by the National Science Foundation excludes health related fields, as those are 
serviced by the National Institutes of Health.  Here, we conceptualize STEM to include selected health related 
professions, including nursing and medicine. 



Students will be admitted conditionally (at the end of the junior year) if they achieve a 3.3 
overall undergraduate GPA, complete the undergraduate degree in a STEM discipline, and 
achieve a score of 600 or better on the GMAT or GRE (1200) prior to completion of their 
undergraduate degree.  To be finally admitted for graduate study, students must be 
accepted into the MBA program and reach UA requirements of a 3.3 undergraduate GPA 
and a GMAT score of 600 or GRE score of 1200. 

 
Initially, students will only be admitted into the STEM MBA program as freshman.  Once 
sufficient experience with the new program is gained, and it has been established that the 
program is functioning at a high level of quality, the faculty and administration will analyze 
the potential for students to enter the program as sophomores and potentially juniors.  We 
would welcome recommendations from the STEM discipline colleges on how this might best 
be accomplished. 
 
STEM Business Honors Coursework.  During each semester of their four years of 
undergraduate study, students will enroll in a 1.5 credit hour STEM Business Honors course.  
These honors courses will focus on communication and leadership skills and provide 
students with the opportunity to work in teams on community projects, with a goal of 
developing an appreciation and basic understanding of the importance of management skills 
in science and technology careers, as well as creating an opportunity to network with other 
students as well as MBA faculty.  The STEM Business Honors courses will be taught by a 
C&BA faculty member who is assigned to the cohort beginning their freshman year, and 
working with them through their senior year.  This will provide continuity of contact and 
allow the faculty mentor to track the students through the program. Appendix A provides an 
overview and outline of the undergraduate level STEM Business Honors courses including 
learning outcomes.  Appendix B provides an example syllabus for the graduate level STEM 
Business Honors courses. 
 
During the sophomore, junior, and senior years, it is commonly necessary for STEM 
discipline students to be off campus, involved in internships, cooperative learning 
experiences, and other learning activities.  The STEM business honors courses will 
accommodate these students through the use of digital technology – streaming video of 
presentations from guest speakers, the use of teleconferencing for student presentations 
and class meetings using Skype and similar technologies, and the use of course management 
software that is currently in use and commonly used in other C&BA undergraduate courses 
– that will, in effect, allow off campus students to remain engaged and participating in these 
courses. 
 
Undergraduate Summer Coursework.  During the summer following the completion of 91 
hours, and upon admission to the Graduate School, students will complete 9 hours of online 
business courses.  See section V-B below for a specific list of these and other courses in the 
curriculum. Upon completion of the undergraduate degree, these 9 hours of credit will 



count toward the MBA degree.  In addition, the 3 credit hours of STEM Business Honors 
coursework achieved during the last year of undergraduate study will also count toward the 
MBA degree, for a total of 12 hours of credit counting toward the graduate degrees. 
 
MBA Coursework.  The year of dedicated graduate study begins in June following 
graduation from the undergraduate program and after the student has been admitted to 
Graduate School.  Students will complete 9 credit hours of coursework during the Summer 
sessions, 15 credit hours during the Fall semester, and a final 15 credit hours during the 
Spring semester.  Thus, in May when the year of graduate study is completed, students will 
have completed a total of 51 hours of MBA, graduate study. 
 

III. Strategic Fit 
A. Consistency of the Program with the Mission, Vision, and Strategic Goals of the 

University 
 
The mission of The University of Alabama is “To advance the intellectual and social 
condition of the people of the State through quality programs of teaching, research, and 
service” with a vision of making UA “a university of choice for the best and brightest… 
and all other students who seek exceptional educational opportunities.” (emphasis 
added)  Strategically, the University hopes to pursue its vision in a number of ways, 
including enhancing “the University’s learning environment to attract and retain 
excellent students” and developing “a university-wide emphasis on leadership as a 
primary role of the flagship university of the State of Alabama.” 
 
At no time in the history of the State has science, technology, and engineering been 
more important to the State’s future.  Over the last two decades the automobile 
manufacturing industry has grown from virtually nothing to Alabama being a global 
center of automobile manufacturing excellence.  We have seen growth in high tech steel 
production, shipping technology in our ports and roadways, construction growth on an 
unprecedented scale, and the traditionally massive presence of technology that we have 
come to expect in Huntsville is growing at a rapid pace as the U.S. Military and the 
defense industry relocate their acquisition headquarters to this Alabama city.  All of 
these activities create demand for engineers, technicians, and scientists from a variety 
of fields, but it also creates a substantial demand for professionals in these fields who 
also possess communication, leadership, decision making, and business analytical skills. 
 
In line with its mission and vision, The University of Alabama has been a major 
participant in all of these areas of growth for the State.  It is incumbent on the 
University to continue to provide not only tomorrow’s engineers and scientists, but also 
to step up its ability to provide the professionals who will manage these workers.  The 
STEM-MBA program fills this need. 
 



B. Consistency of the Program with the Mission, Vision, and Strategic Goals of the 
Culverhouse College of Commerce and Business Administration, and the Manderson 
Graduate School of Business 
The vision of the Culverhouse College of Commerce and Business Administration 
includes to “continuously strive to improve . . . our efforts to educate and inspire 
lifelong learning and our contributions to the corporate community and to the State of 
Alabama.”  The STEM-MBA will increase the College’s role in developing a corps of 
professional managers in industries dependent on engineering, science, and technology 
in the State and beyond.  The contribution to the corporate community will be 
enhanced efficiency and effectiveness of business operations and the contribution to 
the people of the State of Alabama will be a much enhanced quality of life. 
 

IV. Market Analysis 
A. Target Market and Demand 

 
During Phase I of implementation of the program, the goal would be to have a minimum 
of 30 students in each cohort of the program.  The primary target population would be 
students selected for admission to UA who plan to pursue an undergraduate degree in a 
STEM discipline, have scored 28 or better on the ACT, and possess a high school GPA of 
3.300 or better.  In the Fall of 2010, over 800 freshmen enrolled at UA met these 
criteria.  As can be seen from Table 1 below, these students come from a variety of 
STEM disciplines, with 100% coming from three colleges: Arts & Sciences, Engineering, 
and Nursing.  Thus, by capturing just under 4% of these students, we would be able to 
meet the goal of 30 students. 
 

B. Competitive Analysis 
 
Competitive Advantages for Manderson.  Though many schools offer “3-2” and “+1” 
MBA programs, no other business school in the Southeastern U.S. offers a program that 
focuses on STEM disciplines and would prepare students as well for careers in 
management of STEM business.  The STEM MBA program would provide the Manderson 
Graduate School of Business and the MBA Program with a larger, higher quality pool of 
MBA students, which would attract more and higher quality employers.  Based on 
historical data, the STEM MBA students would also command higher starting salaries 
and have a wider range of career opportunities.  All of these circumstances would 
improve our MBA program rankings. 
 
 

 



Table 1: Fall 2010 UA Undergraduate Enrollment in STEM Majors  
with >28 ACT and > 3.30 High School GPA 

Major College 
Fall 2010 
Students 

Biology Arts & Sciences 153 
Chemistry Arts & Sciences 42 
Microbiology Arts & Sciences 11 
Marine Science Biology Arts & Sciences 7 
Marine Science Chemistry Arts & Sciences 1 
Mathematics Arts & Sciences 31 
Arts & Sciences Total   245 
Aerospace Engineering Engineering 37 
Civil Construction Engineering Engineering 6 
Civil Engineering Engineering 51 
Chemical Engineering Engineering 138 
Computer Science Engineering 41 
Electrical Engineering Engineering 60 
Mechanical Engineering Engineering 95 
Metallurgical Engineering Engineering 13 
Undeclared Engineering Engineering 26 
Engineering Total   467 
Nursing Nursing 122 
Nursing Total   122 
Grand Total   834 

 
 

 
Competitive Advantages for UA STEM Disciplines.  Offering prospective freshmen, who 
are considering UA for STEM discipline study, the option of early enrollment in the MBA 
program will make those STEM departments more attractive.  Students who are 
considering UA among a number of other schools are likely to see the early admission, 
STEM MBA program as distinctive and favorable and lead to higher enrollment of high 
quality students in these disciplines. 
 

V. Academic and Administrative Issues 
A. Curriculum 

Business Coursework During Undergraduate Semesters. In the summer following 
completion of 91 hours, and upon admission into Graduate School, students will enroll 
in LGS 522, OM 506 and EC 500, online.  The summer online courses will allow students 
to begin their business courses while participating in summer professional internships 
and coop opportunities.   
 



MBA Coursework.  In addition to the 12 graduate credit hours obtained during their 
undergraduate studies from GBA 585 & 586, LGS 522, OM 506, and EC 500, students will 
complete an additional 39 hours of graduate credit in MBA courses. Upon completion of 
their undergraduate requirements in May, students will enroll in IBA 550, AC 506, and 
ST 560, online.  In the subsequent Fall and Spring semester, they will complete an 
additional 30 hours of MBA coursework, as shown in the Table 2 below.  This will result 
in 51 credit hours completed for graduate credit.  A detail of the MBA-related 
curriculum is shown in Table 2 below. 
 

B. Facilities 
It is not anticipated that any additional facilities will be required. 
 

  



Table 2: Coursework for STEM MBA 

Course Number Course Title Credits 
Freshman Year     
GBA 183 (Fall) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
GBA 184 (Spring) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
Sophomore Year     
GBA 283 (Fall) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
GBA 284 (Spring) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
Junior Year     
GBA 383 (Fall) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
GBA 384 (Spring) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
Summer III*   (Online)   
LGS 522 Legal and Ethical Environment of Business 3 
OM 506 Decision Modeling 3 
EC 500 Managerial Economics 3 
Senior Year     
GBA 583  (Fall) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
GBA 584  (Spring) STEM Business Honors 1.5 
Grad  Summer     
AC 506 Managerial Accounting 3 
IBA 550 Global Management 3 
ST 560 Statistical Methods 3 
Grad Fall     
MKT 518 Marketing Decision Making 3 
MGT 517 Leadership 3 
MGT 542 Managerial Communication 3 
Elective C&BA MBA Elective 3 
Elective C&BA MBA Elective 3 
Grad Spring     
GBA 525 Business Policy 3 
FI 504 Financial Management 3 
MIS 511 Management Information Systems 3 
OM 516 Production Management 3 
MGT 526 Project Management 3 
   TOTAL   51 

*  Assumes completion of 91 hours of study and admission to Graduate School.  
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GBA 583 & 584: STEM Business Honors Class  

Fall/ Spring 20XX 
Section XXX 

 
Instructor: William Petty   

Office: 28 Bidgood   

Office Phone: 348-0265   

Email: bpetty@cba.ua.edu Fax: 348-0560 

Lectures: TBA 

  

 

Description:  This project seminar is intended to assist students in the STEM Business Honors 

Program to address the design, operation, and continuous improvement of business 

operations that produce and deliver products and services.  The student will use the 

fundamental tools and principles that have been covered during the first 3 years of the 

program. Examples:  product and process design, forecasting, planning, inventory 

management, total quality management, quality control, supply chain management, cost 

analysis, transportation management. These are all critical to the success of any business or 

service in a competitive marketplace. 

 

Objectives: 

• To train students in the effective application of  industrial and systems principles learned in 

other courses to an actual industrial or service problem in a manufacturing facility, a 

distribution facility or a community-based service agency environment in the Tuscaloosa area.  

• To attain first-hand experience in data collection and analysis. 

• To increase experience in communicating through presentations and reporting. 

• To progress in working as an effective team member. 

• To successfully persuade the project sponsor of the benefit of the results of the project. 

  

Prerequisites:   

(a) GBA 183, 184, 283, 284, 383, 384 

(b) Students must be eligible for admission to the Graduate School (see the Undergraduate 

Catalog). 

(c) YOU WILL BE DROPPED FROM THE COURSE IF YOU DON’T MEET THESE PREREQUISITES!!! 

 

Course Web Site:  http://elearning.ua.edu Login using your bama userid and password.    This site 

will be a very important source of information and course materials, including instructor 

notes, assignments, announcements, etc. Check the course website frequently. 

 

Textbook:  You will need a variety of references depending on your project. It will be up to you to 

obtain the proper ones. There are many chapters concerning Project Management in many of 

your course books. 

 Recommended: 
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• Finkelstein, L., Jr., Pocket Book of Technical Writing, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 

2008, (ISBN: 978-0-07-319159-1).* 

• The Fast Forward MBA in Project Management, Third Edition, Eric Verzuh, Wiley (this 

is required for OM511) 

 

GUIDELINES FOR PROJECT PLANNING AND EXECUTION 

 

 Projects:  Projects of interest to sponsor organizations have been identified in organizations 

here in Tuscaloosa.  Faculty advisors have screened multiple project proposals and selected 

the most appropriate projects to be conducted this semester.  As such, Project Sponsors have 

assigned these projects as real consulting projects in their organizations and they expect 

professional performance from the student teams.  Work on these projects will represent 

evidence of competence for STEM Honors graduates as they begin their professional careers. 

 

 Project Work:  Project work will involve analyzing a business process for the project sponsor 

and improving it.  Tasks will include on-site observations, collection and analysis of 

information, interviews and meetings with key personnel from the client firm, review of 

literature and techniques learned in various classes, application of these techniques, 

development of strategies for improved performance of the process and evaluation of these 

strategies through cost-benefit analyses for recommendations of one or more competing 

strategies.  Work will be conducted at UA as well as at the project sponsor site as needed.  

Note that it may be necessary to apply techniques and concepts learned through other 

courses as well as possibly to learn proprietary tools and/or approaches from the project 

sponsor or another Faculty Member with the expertise your team needs.   

 

 Project Organization:  Each project will be organized around the following elements: client 

organization, client organization sponsor (high level contact responsible for ensuring smooth 

project execution from the client firm), client organization coach (primary contact for project 

planning and execution), lead faculty advisor (primary faculty advisor assigned to the project 

team), co-advisor (faculty advisor assigned to the project team to support the lead faculty 

advisor), student team (student group assigned to the project, responsible for the project 

work and outcomes).  This organization follows a typical consulting organization’s functioning.  

Thus, the faculty advisors will act like “senior partners” while the student team will act like 

“primary analysts team” for the project.  The role of the primary analysts is to execute the 

projects professionally and successfully within the client specifications of the problem and 

with the senior partners’ guidance at a high level. 

 

 Student Team:  Students will work in groups of four to five members based on project needs 

and student skills and capabilities.  Students are expected to work as a cohesive consulting 

team.  As such, their performance will be judged in terms of the quality of the project work 

and outcomes, and in terms of their contributions to the project.  A Team Leader will be 

elected from among the team members. The Team Leaders are to meet with the Instructor on 

a weekly basis (preferably a standard time). 
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 Note that GBA 583 & 584 projects involve real and significant process and operations analysis 

improvement challenges faced by the Project Sponsor.  Senior managers from the 

organizations, with authority and accountability for implementing the identified 

improvements, have sponsored these projects.  Thus, it is the job of the student teams to 

deliver the analyses and recommendations that will have real impact.  This means that 

projects may not fail.  Faculty advisors will ensure successful outcomes.  The team must not 

slip in terms of clarification of project scope, must work closely with the faculty advisors and 

the project sponsors to understand the problem, the analysis methods, and the data 

collection plans.  At each stage, the team must get their work and plans approved by the 

faculty advisors. Faculty advisors will be finally grading the projects not only based on the 

quality of the project outcomes (which is expected to be high in terms of accuracy and 

practicality of recommendations), but also based on how closely the team works with the 

faculty advisors and the project sponsors to ensure the successful outcomes.   

 

 Workload: Projects will be identified and team assignments will be made.  On the average, 

each student will be expected to put in about 3-5 hours per week during both semesters.  This 

workload will include actual project planning and execution, plus project report writing and 

presentations.  The workload will not be uniform throughout the semester.  For example, data 

collection phase may require extensive work for two-three weeks in a row, including visits to 

project sponsor sites.  Students are expected to work as a team and share responsibilities of 

the project with mutual understanding, and if necessary, written allocation of responsibilities 

of the project work.  These responsibility assignments should be reported to the faculty 

advisors at the outset. Teams should meet at a minimum of once per week. 

 

 Student teams should make the utmost effort to coordinate and share project tasks in an 

agreeable way.  Any irreconcilable differences may be brought to the faculty advisors’ 

attentions for mediation. 

 

 If the work on the projects is planned and executed professionally by the team, there should 

be no room for any team member slacking on the project.  In real life, clients will be 

concerned about the quality of project outcomes from the consulting team, not about the 

internal working of the team.   

 

Academic Conduct and Honor Code:  The Code of Academic Conduct and the Academic Honor Code 

for The University of Alabama can be found in the Undergraduate Catalog.  Every student must 

read and be familiar with these policies.  Speak with the instructor if you have any questions 

about these policies. 

Grading: 

Individual course grades will be a combination of a grade for the project and an individual 

grade. The project grade will be based on how well the team carried out the project and the 

degree of innovation the team exhibited. The individual grade will be based on an assessment 

by the faculty advisor and each member of the project team. Additionally, input will be gained 

from the supervision of the plants you will be working in. The following is a “rough’ 

breakdown of the composition of the course grade. The faculty advisor reserves the right to 

assign individual grades without strictly following this allocation whenever the individual 

contribution of a student is unacceptably poor.  
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  Individual Evaluations   5% 

  Journal  Reflections   15% 

  Proposal    10% 

  Progress Report   10% 

  Presentations(2)   10% 

  Final Report    20% 

  Project Sponsor Evaluation  30%  

 

                    Course grades will be assigned based on the following grading scale: 

 

A 90.0 – 100 C 70.0 – 79.9 

B 80.0 – 89.9 D 60.0 – 69.9 

  F < 60.0 

  

Attendance:  Attendance is essential to successfully complete this seminar.  Part of your journal will 

keep track of attendance at all team functions. Attendance is mandatory at all formal 

presentations. 

Disabilities:  If you need to request the accommodation of a disability, you must contact the Office of 

Disability Services at 348-4285 as soon as possible.  You may then contact the instructor to 

schedule an appointment to discuss your request. 

Severe Weather: In the event of an emergency, we will adhere to the following actions in accordance 

with University policies.  FIRE/FIRE ALARM:  Evacuate the building and stay out of 

the building at a safe distance until authorized to return.  TORNADO WARNING:  Move to the 

Lower Level, inside classrooms, offices or corridors.  Remain until the warning has expired.  

Classes are cancelled until the warning expires. When you are on site at a facility, you must 

determine their emergency procedures and abide by them. 

 

Expectations: 

1. Be on time for all meetings, if not early.  Be alert and attentive at all times.  Ask questions. 

Know the rules and regulations at the facility you are working in. 

2.    Exhibit professionalism and discipline in your work.   All presentations and reports must 

be electronic (Word, Excel, Power Point) and be neat, legible, and clearly organized.   

3.   STUDENT CONDUCT: Each team member is expected to conduct themselves in an 

acceptable business manner in relation to appearance (dress code), safety precautions 

(hard hats, safety glasses, steel toed shoes, etc. if required) and any other criteria set up 

by the project sponsor. The team members are acting as consulting personnel 

representing the University of Alabama and should represent the University as 

professional consultants. All team members will treat all data and material obtained from 

the sponsor as confidential and, as such, you may be asked to sign a “Confidentiality 

Agreement” with the sponsor. Students should make appointments and follow normal 

business practices when meeting with their sponsors. Should you have any questions in 

this regard, see your Instructor. 

4. This is a 1.5 credit hour course and you will be expected to spend about 3-5 hours per 

week on the project. 

5. Schedule a meeting with your team and the Instructor at the Facility you are working in 

during the middle of each semester.  
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Course Requirements: Each Team will submit the following documents and presentations. 

 

1. Proposal: Each team will prepare a detailed written proposal and will give a proposal 

presentation to the faculty advisor and the other teams in the seminar on the date indicated 

on the course schedule. After making any corrections or changes, the team will deliver a copy 

of the proposal to their project sponsor. 

2. Progress Report: Each team will also give a progress presentation to the faculty advisor and 

the other teams in the seminar on the date indicated on the course schedule. After making 

any corrections or changes, the team will deliver a copy of the progress report to their project 

sponsor. 

3. Final Report: Each team will deliver a final presentation to the faculty advisor and the other 

teams in the seminar on the date indicated on the course schedule. After making any 

corrections or changes, the team will deliver a copy of the Final Report to their project 

sponsor. 

4. Individual Journal reflections: Each student will keep a detailed journal recording team 

meetings, plant visits and advisor meetings. The journal entries should indicate team 

members present, issues discussed, data collected or analyzed and decisions made. 

Additionally reflections will be part of this journal where the student will reflect on lessons 

learned. An example will be posted in Elearning. 

5. Meeting Notes:  the Team Leader will be responsible for emailing meeting notes on a weekly 

basis to the Instructor (due by Midnight Sunday each week). An example will be posted in 

Elearning. 

6. Team Evaluations: Each member of the team will submit an evaluation of all the members of 

their team, including themselves. The faculty will use these evaluation forms along with their 

own observations and those of the project sponsors to determine individual grades. Please 

note that not all members of the team will necessarily receive the same course grade 

particularly in cases where one or more team members are not carrying their share of the 

work. 

 

 

 

 

* This is an excellent source for help with all of the writing and communications needed for your 

project. For example, your proposals and reports will require you to write technical definitions, and 

crisp descriptions of production processes. There are some well defined tips for formatting proposals, 

cover letters, and final reports. Don’t reinvent the wheel. Learn by looking at examples. Your 

proposals and final reports will require an “Executive Summary” or “Informative Abstract. They are 

essentially the same except the Executive Summary is usually much longer.  For our purposes we will 

use Finkelstein’s description of Informative Abstracts for this purpose. Finally, Finkelstein offers good 

tips on creating effective visuals (e.g., tables, charts, photos) and on things to consider in “team 

writing”. Here is a summary of important passages of Finkelstein that can be of help. 
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Item Relevant pages 

Good technical definitions 25-35 

What is a Process Description 61-62 

Outline of a Process Description 62-64 

Description of a Conceptual Process, example with flow diagram 71-73 

Informal proposals and cover letters … tips and examples 85-105 

Informative Abstracts 218-220 

Tips on student team writing 361-377  

 



GBA 183 GBA 184 GBA 283 GBA 284 GBA 383 GBA 384

Prerequisites

Course Description 

Course Outline Week 1 Introduction Introduction Introduction Introduction Introduction Introduction

Course Outline Week 2 Basics of Business (BOB) Intermediate Basics of Business Basics of Business (BOB) Intermediate Basics of Business Basics of Business (BOB) BOB - Inventory

Course Outline Week 3 BOB - Accounting BOB - Financial Reporting BOB - Marketing BOB - Buyer Behavior BOB - Human Resources BOB - Planning.

Course Outline Week 4 Introduce Short Term Paper Assign Short Term Paper Introduce Short Term Paper Assign Short Term Paper Introduce Short Term Paper Assign Short Term Paper

Course Outline Week 5 BOB - Accounting (cont.) BOB - Financial Reporting (cont.) BOB - Marketing (cont.) BOB - Buyer behavior (cont.) BOB - Human Resources (cont.) BOB - Scheduling

Course Outline Week 6 Guest Speaker from Business School Guest Speaker from Business Guest Speaker from Business School Guest Speaker from Business Guest Speaker from Business School Guest Speaker from Business 

Course Outline Week 7 BOB - Finance BOB - Cost Analysis BOB - Marketing (cont.) BOB - Strategic Management BOB - Operations Management BOB - Quality Control

Course Outline Week 8 Exam & Term Paper due Exam & Term Paper due Exam & Term Paper due Exam & Term Paper due Exam & Term Paper due Exam & Term Paper due

Course Outline Week 9 BOB - Finance (cont.) BOB - Cost Analysis (cont.) BOB - Supply Chain BOB - Strategic Management(cont.) BOB - OM (cont.) BOB - Leadership

Course Outline Week 10 Plant Tour Class Discussion on Current Event Plant Tour Class Discussion on Current Event Plant Tour Class Discussion on Current Event 

Course Outline Week 11

Guest Speaker from 

Government/Business Guest Speaker from Business School

Guest Speaker from 

Government/Business Guest Speaker from Business School Guest Speaker from Business Guest Speaker from Business School

Course Outline Week 12 BOB - MIS BOB - Accounting Info Systems Class Discussion on Current Event BOB -Leadership Class Discussion on Current Event Leadership to LEADER

Course Outline Week 13 Short Oral presentations of Term Paper Short Oral presentations of Term Paper

Short Oral presentations of Term 

Paper Short Oral presentations of Term Paper

Short Oral presentations of Term 

Paper

Short Oral presentations of Term 

Paper

Course Outline Week 14 BOB - MIS (cont.) BOB - "Measure it" Recap BOB - Supply Chain (cont.) BOB - "Define it" Recap BOB - Management Science BOB - "Make it" Recap

Course Outline Week 15 exam exam exam exam exam exam

Each year we are looking at "IT":

Learning Outcomes:

Systems Thinking

Problem & Opportunity 

Recognition

Logical Reasoning & Analysis

Decision Making & evaluation

Oral Communication

Written Communication

Students will  practice oral communication

Students will begin to see how  business problems and opportunities relate to 

each other.

Students will begin to see the  business problems logically.

Students will begin to see the relationships of business segments.

Students will see how  business problems and opportunities relate to each 

other.

Students will see how  business problems are solved.

Students will see how business decisions are made.Students will begin to see the logic of business decisions.

APPENDIX A: COURSE OUTLINES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR STEM BUSINESS HONORS COURSES

Students will  practice written communication

Students in these classes have chosen to major in STEM disciplines at UA. They must have a minimum high school GPA of 3.300 and a minimum ACT score of 28 and the students are pursuing early admission to the MBA 

Program. 

These courses introduce STEM students to critical and innovative thinking as it pertains to the issues of today’s business environment. The weekly meetings will focus on communication and leadership skills. The course will also 

provide the students with the opportunity to work in teams on community projects (the projects will be conducted across the academic year in small teams) with a goal of developing an appreciation and basic understanding of 

the importance of management skills in their STEM careers. It will also create opportunities to network with other students as well as other business faculty. There will be a variety of activities during the class: discussions of the 

state of current business, short seminars with guests from campus or local/state business leaders, possible plant tours and other activities as time allows. In all circumstances the intent will be to provide the students with real, 

timely, and multi-disciplinary viewpoints.  

Students will begin to think about the relationships of business segments.

Students will begin to recognize how  business problems and opportunities relate 

to each other.

Students will begin to examine business problems logically.

Students will begin to recognize logical business decisions.

Students will  see how business segments relate to each other.

Students will  become proficient at  oral communication

Students will  become proficient at  written communication

MEASURE IT DEFINE IT MAKE IT

Students will begin to practice oral communication

Students will begin to practice written communication
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